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Committed to building Qatar
Dear Team,

Chairman’s message

It gives me an immense gratification to announce commencing with SAP ERP
implementation in our corporate. This will be a worthwhile breakthrough into our
business transformation and evolvement. I’d like to articulate that information
technology is not only the choice of development strategy, but also enhance the
corporate governance standards, it is important means to win customers, enhance the
current processes and procedures by reengineering the corporate’s respective process
and policies through adhering to SAP benchmarks . We must be forward-looking to
upgrade and improve our operational management level, and to promote the
implementation of SAP and the systems around it. SAP project’ success is of great
strategic significance to the corporate, and I’m relying on your enthusiasm and
professionalism in delivering this project in a professional and most profound manner
Abdulla Bin Nasser Al Misnad

QIG & Fujitsu signing SAP implementation ‘s contract

We have chosen Fujitsu Consulting for this project based on their rich
international experience and proven expertise . They have shown great
interest to be our partner in delivering this complex implementation in a
rational approach, said by“Mr. Tamer Amin, QIG IT director & SAP
project manager”

H.E. Mr. Abdulla Bin Nasser Al Misnad
Chairman & Managing director

The magic word of Integration
Well Integrated organization would demonstrate unification
across people , process and systems. Information technology plays a key
role in organizational integration in the knowledge era. Common IT
practices on communication , productivity & security have made diverse
business talk coverage into a common language and assimilate changes
quicker than in industrial era. Productivity tools such as ERP, emails, office

apps have been in the forefront of organizational integration in knowledge.
SAP provides a platform for convergence and diversity at the same time.
While backend functions are integrated to provide on organization
view ,the system provides flexibility to run business operations as per
nature of business

